Report
on construction and testing of Cyclopes-3M model of the WEG.

I. Objectives of R&D.
During June-August of 2009 the model Cyclopes-3M was constructed. The main goals of building of this model were the
followings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Testing of the basic construction ideas and technologies.
Finding the best streamlining shapes of apparatus.
Testing the stability of apparatus under gusts of wind.
Finding the lowest value of wind at which blade-wheel starts rotation (start-up speed of wind).
Investigation of features of the simplest Electro-generator (S-generator) as the lowest cost solution.

The results of this Testing Program should form the quantitative base for projecting the full scale Prototype of WEGs of
Cyclopes type and perspective usage of S-generators in it.

II. Configuration of Cyclopes-3M
Projected configuration of Cyclopes-3M is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1

Build up of the model Cyclopes-3M is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2
with basic parameters that are given in the following Specification:
SPECIFICATION OF CYCLOPES-3M

Mechanical body
Height
Wide
Length
Rotary-wheel diameter
Number of blades
Slope of blare to the wind
Wide of blade
Diameter of generator's chamber
Area of Tail
Area of anti-wing
Diameter of base
Diameter of wind-entrance
Diameter of wind-exit

S-generator
1m
1m
1m
0.38 m
18
18o
0.05 m
0.13 m
0.04 m2
0.02 m2
0.25 m
0.39 m
0.22 m

Average length of coil's loop
Average wide of coil's loop
Diameter of coil's wire
Number of loops in coil
Number of coils
Coils' ring diameter
Magnets type
Number of magnets
Magnets' ring structure

0.022 m
0.018 m
0.0001 m
120
14
0.0515 m
AX2C45-N,S
14 (7+7)
N-S-N-S- …

Implementation of S-generator, which comprises between simple ring of coils and a ring of permanent magnets, is
crucial to achieve a cost-efficient solution against competition in the Wind Generators Market.

III. Methods of Testing of Cyclopes-3M
For small values of wind velocities we used the fan as it is shown in Fig. 3

Fig. 3
For big values of wind velocities there we mounted Cyclops 3M on the roof of the car as it is shown in Fig. 4

Fig. 4 (a)

Fig. 4 (b)

IV. Results of measurements
The direct measurements of the voltage at different speeds of the wind are shown in Fig. 5.
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The fitting is made by function: V(w)

= w (0.1 + 0.00055 w)

The direct measurements of the current at different speeds of the wind are shown in Fig. 6.
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This fitting is made by function:

I(w) = 0.0357 w (0.1 + 0.00055 w)
Comparison of (1) and (2) allows us to conclude that the total effective electro-resistance of used coil is

R = V/I = 28 Om
Using (1) and (2) we can conclude that maximal power of the current that can be generated by S-generator, used in
Cyclopes-3M, is as one that is shown in Fig. 7.
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V. Conclusions
The main conclusion that can be made from the performed Test is the following:
1. Basic construction ideas and technologies that are used in Project "Cyclopes" allowed to build apparatus that
exactly realizing functionality, which is expected in the project "Wind Energetics"
Particularly, the chosen shapes, tail, anti-wings, etc. indeed provided very good stability under wind with speeds
up to 65-70 miles/hr: There was no a significant vibration or noise observed at all wind velocities.
Further, after completion of entire program of Testing of Cyclope-3M, it is planed to conduct experiments at
speed of wind from 75 miles/hr and up to 150 miles/hr.
2. Direct measurements shown that the blade wheel of Cyclopes-3M starts rotation at speed of wind equal to
0.8m/s or 1.1 miles/hr
Theoretically, perfectly centered blade wheel with S-generator should rotate at any, even much smaller wind
speeds.
Therefore, only non-ideal centered parts and small friction in bearings are causing existence of friction that
leads to increase of the start-up speed of wind above negligible.
Further, in full scale prototype these causes can be reduced to very small values.
3. The most significant result that was delivered by the performed Test is that Voltage induced in a single loop was
found and this voltage depends on the speed of wind according to the following formula:

V(w) =1.323 w (0.1 + 0.00122 w)*10-3
where V is in volts when w is in m/s.
(The numeric coefficients depend on the adjustment of coils in respect to rotary magnet wheel, but the
functional dependency on speed of the wind remains the same, which is the most significant result).
Knowing dependence like this one allows calculating and designing Cyclopes-type wind electro-generator with a
given capacity.
4. The shape of generated current is very mach harmonic and is shown in Fig. 8.
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